BASICS
YOUTH RESILIENCE & ACTIVISM
PROGRAMMES

BREXIT, DONALD TRUMP, FAKE NEWS,
FAR-RIGHT EXTREMISM AND
TERRORISM ARE ALL PART OF OUR
YOUNG PEOPLES’ REALITY.

0.5m

Youtube videos promoting
terrorism were flagged between
Oct-Dec '17

Schools now have a duty to ‘actively promote’ the fundamental

42%

British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty,
and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths

of 6-11 year olds watch YouTube
every day

and beliefs.
Become The Voice CIC uses a combination of critical thinking
and identity building workshops, alongside tackling the difficult
yet pertinent issues of today, to deliver programmes that build
resilience to extremism and help to build a more cohesive and
tolerant community.

32%

of parents are concerned
about radicalisation

PROGRAMME LAYOUT | PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Our programmes are completely bespoke and adaptable to participants' needs. Here are three of our
current layouts for Primary Schools. All activities are delivered by our team who will be more than happy to
have a chat about working with your pupils towards community cohesion.

WHO ARE WE?
Three workshops spanning identity, belonging and focusing on
engaging with the British values of democracy, rule of law and
tolerance and respect of different beliefs.
Cost: £800

ONLINE RESILIENCE
Two workshops tackling fake news and personal media
consumption & being smart online.

"Once upon a time there were three little
pigs. One pig built a house of straw while
the second pig built his house with
sticks..."
"Everybody knows the story of the Three
Little Pigs. Or at least they think they do.
But I'll let you in on a little secret.
Nobody knows the real story, because
nobody has ever heard my side of the
story..."

Cost: £600

IDENTITY & ONLINE RESILIENCE
Combining 'Who are we?' and 'Online Resilience' covering
identity, belonging and critical thinking: Helping young people
to understand and identify with British values.
Cost: £1,000

Who do you believe?

GET IN TOUCH
Visit becomethevoice.org for more information. Or drop
us a line at becomethevoice@gmail.com to discuss any
of our programmes.

